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book is for the 7th edition of Warhammer. It is the first such book exclusively dedicated to the Beastmen branch of the
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This article does not cite any references or sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. They are mutants formed from humans
by the corrupting influences of Chaos such as warpstone. The concept originated with the Broo of Glorantha
in the first edition of Runequest ; Games Workshop had released the early editions of Runequest in the UK
under licence, and Citadel Miniatures had produce a line of Broo miniatures for the game, and so the beastmen
were included in the original Warhammer game to allow players to use their Broo models in it. Visually,
beastmen have much in common with the devils of the Middle Ages and the satyrs of Classical Antiquity.
Beastmen are found throughout the Old World in their own communities hidden in the forests and mountains.
Due to the taint of Chaos they are both feared and hunted by humans and the other races. For Warhammer
Fantasy Battle their armies are described by the Beasts of Chaos Army book which replaced earlier
publications such as the first Warhammer Armies list 3rd edition or the latter Warhammer Armies: Chaos This
article does not cite any references or sources. Chaos Contents [ show ] Types of Beastmen There is a lot of
variation across beastmen although the cloven hoofs and goatlike features including horns are common. This
type of Beastman were collectively known as "Caprigor" in earlier editions. For the purposes of Warhammer
Fantasy Battle they are subdivided into various levels reflecting their prowess and ability in battle. Beastlords
- are the largest and most brutal they command the beast herds. Bray Shamans - are the spiritual leaders and
advisors to the herd leaders. They are also powerful spellcasters. Bestigor - are the most heavily armed and
armoured Beastmen and rate as elite units. Gors and Ungors make up the majority of the infantry units or
"Beastherds" the Ungors are on the bottom of herd hierarchy Centigors - have the torso of a beastman and the
four legged lower body of a large goat making them effective cavalry units. Gors that are changed in this way
are given different names, always based on their patron god, to separate them from their normal couterpart.
Though all four chaos gods can bestow their marks, only Khorne and Nurgle worshippers are given models.
They are called Khorngors and Pestigors respectively. As of the 7th edition book, Khorngors and Pestigors
plus marks of the Beastmen have been dropped. Minotaurs Minotaurs are bull-like humanoids twice the height
and girth of a man and renowned for their enormous strength. Within the Warhammer setting they are known
for pausing during battle to eat the bodies of their slain enemies such is their blood greed. The most powerful
among them are known as "Gorebulls" and "Doombulls" which act as leaders of the minotaurs. In earlier
versions of the game the phrase "Minotaur Lord" was used. Also, with the 7th edition rule book, new minotaur
like creatures have been included in the book such as the Ghorgon and Cygor. The Ghorgon, not be be
confused with the gorgons in Greek myth, are mutated four armed Minotaurs as tall as giants with swords for
hands on two of their limbs, overcome and driven only by an overpowering desire to feed on the flesh of the
enemy. There is also the Cygor, a one eyed gigantic minotaur that can only see the winds of magic, and feeds
upon the souls of its victims, the souls of wizards and magic users are a delicacy to these beasts. The Cygors
are also used by the Beastmen horde to hurl massive boulders into the enemy ranks. Monsters Beastmen use a
variety of animals and monsters, either trained or broken into service that follow the warherds into battle,
including "Tuskgor" which are very large boar -like creatures that they use to pull "Tuskgor Chariots ". Flocks
of savage harpies , packs of feral mutated warhounds, gibbering Chaos Spawn beastmen twisted beyond
recognition into terrible new forms by the will of the Chaos Gods and roaming giants also follow the beastmen
horde. Recently Beastmen have learned to summon the Jabberslythes, abominations against nature that are a
fusion of toad , slime wrym and insectoid. Prior to the release of the Daemons of Chaos army book in 7th
edition, beastmen were also allied with other Chaos forces, such as the Mortals of Chaos and Daemons.
Although officially illegal, house rules may still exist allowing anyone who owns both the Hordes of Chaos no
longer officially supported by Games Workshop and Beasts of Chaos army books they can build an army with
any troop choice from both books. This gives the Chaos Armies a huge selection of troops, ranging from
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knights to daemons to beasts. The only restriction is the General: If a Daemon is the general then Mortals and
Beasts are restricted. If a Mortal is the general then Daemons and Beasts are restricted. Along with new rules
for the army and a new magic lore Lore of the Wild. Below is the new army structure for the book along with
its unique characters.
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The army book for Beastmen for the 7th edition of the tabletop war game Warhammer Fantasy Battles. by laura2marx in
Types > Instruction manuals, fantasy, and game The army book for Beastmen for the 7th edition of the tabletop war
game Warhammer Fantasy Battles.

What would an army of this sort look like? Like Daemons and Warriors, Beastmen have all that cool chaos
flair, like spiky bits, evil and malice, awesome looking models, etc. Also, if you like tough, fast-moving cores
supported by awesome lords and heroes, one of the most bad-ass special units and literally terrifying rare
choices, Beastmen are for you. Sadly, Beastmen were written when 7th edition was in vogue and they were
able to go head to head with the other factions on a more balanced scale. Today, they are overpriced and
nowhere near as durable as they used to be. As a side note, the Beastmen faction is still perfectly viable to play
as, it just takes more manoeuvring, strategy, and brains than previously, much like how the Dark Pansies
USED to be in this regard. So The End Times: Unit Analysis[ edit ] The first thing to note about Beastmen is
that most of the army benefits from a rule called "Primal Fury. If the unit passes on a double 1, they get hatred
AND frenzy for the rest of the round. Keep close to a general and BSB to maximize results. The other thing to
note about the Beastmen is that a number of units can be held in reserve for a Beastmen ambush: Old and
shitty version: Gors, Ungors and Ungor Raiders can all do this, which requires a duplicate unit of the one you
want to ambush with excluding characters and upgrades, it just has to be the same size. Ambushers can strike
on the first turn if you roll well enough; after that, the table edge they come in on is determined by the roll of a
die and if you roll a 6, you get to choose the side. Again, this sounds good but Gors and Ungors are still
running with a weak LD, and the randomness of where they show up can often screw you over I need them to
show up on the left and they Therefore, this tactic is best used as a distraction, with shitloads of cheap,
annoying surprise-attacking little cunts. You will however need many of them If you are going to use this, be
prepared to accept random outcomes, and use it for what it is good for: Named Characters[ edit ] Note: Under
the current edition, named characters tend to be overpriced; you can pretty easily emulate most named
characters from scratch and save yourself some points. That said, a few named characters do have abilities and
wargear or wargear combos unique to them, so if you absolutely need to have them, go ahead. The Archaon of
Beastmen, which is kinda sad when you think about it. Costs points more than a Chariot mounted Beastlord
and you are willing to pay that because of the 18 inches of Inspiring Presence. That is the ONLY reason why.
Killing Blow is nice, but his mediocre I and only slightly above average WS especially for a lord hurts him a
lot. Khazrak, the One Eye: If you want a special character Beastlord, this is the one. Malagor, the Dark Omen:
Not too bad as far as Beastmen Special Characters. Maybe a little on the pricy side, but worth it for his
abilities, especially since he can fly around and troubleshoot. Not bad, not bad. Taurox, the Brass Bull: An
awesome chance for you to practice your modelling by upgrading and NMM painting a Doombull model. So Taurox is really here for those players who want to run a megaton-grade Minobus see tactics. Probably not
seen in games less than points, Taurox really comes to the fore when supported by egregious spending of
points and magic, and a horde of Minotaurs following him in. Some feel that he is quite worth it his high price
tag: Tons of S6 attacks that are magical, flaming and ignore armor saves. He hits like no other and is more
than capable of destroying entire units by himself, but other players feel that a kitted out Doombull beats
Taurox, as you can emulate him fairly well with the Armour of Silvered Steel and the Ramhorn Helm works
out to 40 points less, you get more attacks but are slightly less durable there not a doombull is T 5 Taurox is T
6. One of the better special characters in the Beastmen book without a doubt. Unbreakable and kinda fun in the
stats department. If you want to take him, keep some Ungors near him to try and turn them rather than
something more worthwhile and be aware that if no other friendly model is near enough, nothing happens.
Can be fun in a non-competitive list, especially if you really wanted to run some grblrlgrbrlrlgrrrr but were
turned off by the points cost. Kill 5 or 6 Ungors and get 3 chaos spawns on average? Slugtongue costs nearly
80 points more than a level 2 Bray Shaman for a 50 percent chance to cause up to D6 wounds usually D3 to all
enemy units within 36" before the game begins, which is awesome against heavy cavalry lists or MSU spam.
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Sadly, he loses access to Lore of Beasts which is one of the main reasons you take a shaman. Moonclaw, Son
of Morsleib: Just what you need, something to make your units worse. Generic Characters[ edit ] Note: While
named characters are judged against their generic counterparts, generic characters are examined based on their
role in your army. Leadership 9 is what this guy brings to the table and holy shit are you paying for that
privilege. Properly kitted out he can bring the hurt just like any other combat Lord but toe-to-toe he will get
put down like Having to pay for Gifts and Magic Items from the same pool limits your ability to outfit him a
lot. Almost mandatory for that Ld 9, though. The wizard lord of the Beastmen. Useful as far as Wizards go,
but a tiny bit on the pricey side. Lore of Beasts is an incredible choice for him for reasons which should be
obvious. Expensive for what he does, but still useful. These powerhouses have a gnarly stat line, are mean as a
starved dog, and give a LD buff to any unit of minotaurs that they lead. There are some detractions: As well,
being Lord level, you now have less access to that LD9 that your Gors need. LD8 makes him unreliable after a
fluffed round of combat, BUT they can become a rape train under the right circumstances: He needs to be
stuck in with Minotaurs, but remember that when you do this you need to think about screening units:
However - with back up and screening, you are looking at a lawnmower that can really bring the pain to the
enemy. As with Beastlords, most people can kick their teeth in, so be careful with them. Also, get a BSB.
Seriously, you need it. Also try putting him with a unit of gors and leave him a level 1 to spam wildform. He
has all the issues of a Doombull with none of the advantages. Combined with limited access to magic
equipment, makes the Gorebull just a fucking awful choice. Frankly, the only reason you should ever see this
is in a Minotaur themed army, specifically a Minobus see the tactics section at the end of this article , where
you want a Minotaur Hero as a BSB. Otherwise ignore with prejudice. Core Units[ edit ] Gors: Toughness 4
infantry, a good stat line save for their poor Ld, and aggressive in h2h. Take them in big hordes and buff them
with Lore of Beasts preferable or debuff their enemies with Lore of Shadow. Ungors are a tough core unit to
swallow: Blah upgrades a spear, kind of meh means that they are less than appealing than their raider
counterparts see below. You shouldnt be blocking them up anyway - they underperform in combat and make a
horrible tarpit. Keep them near the General and pray. A 75 point upgrade that occasionally turns into a Wargor
and allows you reroll Primal Fury tests against Empire, Bretonnia and other Beastmen. Oh and he traps you at
his basic LD, IE 7. Spending 75 points on a unit that will still break under any direct pressure is not a good
call. Skip him hard, middle finger raised high. Skirmishers got nerfed in 8th edition and these lads are no
exception BUT, these guys are probably the best chaff we have. For 30 points you get a small unit that can
pepper lone characters, ambush, and march 10" to protect your flanks. These are great for turning enemy elites
in the wrong direction, sniping war machines, trying to appear in the rear with the gear as ambushers, and in
general making a giant pain in the ass out of themselves fitting, as that is what they would be good at in the
fluff. They make okay screening units, but are vulnerable to Panic and cause Panic in others. Also, they are
good with flanking, as well as hunting down siege weapon crews and being distractions for lone Lords and
Wizards to deal with. Or keep them with your Minotaurs as they suffer from bloodgreed and will stop dead in
their tracks after breaking a unit, the Warhounds can chase down the retreating unit. Tuskgor Chariots are
exactly as the lore would describe them: Be advised, there will be that one guy who thinks that you can never
have enough of these filling out your core choices They are effective at flanking and skirmishing, but they are
not going to replace the Gors, Ungor Raiders and Bestigors any time soon. Also remember that the primal fury
works on the beasts pulling the chariot as well. This is no doubt not intended but as things are written now, the
entire chariot gets primal fury. No reason in not taking full usage of all your available effects after all. Special
Units[ edit ] Minotaurs: The true glass hammers of the Beastmen. Minotaurs are your blunt force instruments
and are indicative of the army as a whole: Powerful on the face of it, weak in the details, overpriced, prone to
running away on tough rounds of combat or unlucky rolls.
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Also considering nerfing the Preyton to a MB, similar to that of a Great Eagle, and make it a special unit. The
model is pretty small for a Mo, and is about the same size as a Great Stag which is a MB , so it would
probably be more fitting and set it apart from the other Mo more. Finished with version 1. Changes are as
follows: Primal Fury does not give Frenzy on doubles. Beastmen ambush replaced with normal ambush.
Marks of Chaos are available for Characters and Bestigors. Gorebulls can no longer be BSB. Gors are WS3, 6
pts basic. Did not make much sense that they were more skilled fighters than Orcs really, and is consistent
with the WS of the Wargor and Beastlord. Gors and Ungors may skirmish for free. Gors may have morning
stars and throwing axes. Ungor Raiders may have javelins, can be upgraded to scouts. Bestigors have LA by
default, can upgrade to HA. Razorgor Chariots pts. Harpies can no longer scout. Chaos Spawn special unit,
3D6M, 50 pts. Preyton added, pts. Ghorgon pts, Swallow Whole is in addition to normal A, regains 1W if
successful. Jabberslythe has Hover instead of Fly, pts. Chaos Giant pts. Gorthor auto-wounds on doubles to
Hit. Morghur is a Lord choice, has magic items from 6th ed. Lore of the Wild has seen some slight buffs
overall, lowered casting values. Primal Onslaught is added Lore Attribute. Hope you guys enjoy it!
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- The Preyton and Chaos Trolls are kind of new ;) Unlike the Bretonnia book, the Beastmen book already got a bunch of
units included in their 7th ed update that the Bretonnians never had. As such, there was not as great a need for new
Beastmen units.

Mathias Eliasson Knights of the Blazing sun All the players that have contributed with feedback and ideas.
Some illustrations in this book are from the Spanish Estalian Army Book and are copyrighted. This book is
completely unofficial and in no way endorsed by Games Workshop Limited. No challenge to their status
intended. All Rights Reserved to their respective owners. Estalia, your indispensable guide to the Land of the
Setting Sun. The Estalians are proud and haughty soldiers, who have always been able to claim victory from
the jaws of defeat. Their soldiers are tirelessly drilled in the image of the Goddess Myrmidia, the patron of
War and Wisdom whom they worship above all else. When the Estalians go to war they do so under her
banner, marching tirelessly with unmatched discipline. The Estalian armies are filled with well trained soldiers
using pikes, crossbows and swords, supported by the knightly Caballeros and fast moving Genitors. Powerful
Inquisitors march beside them and powerful elite Watchmen. Rounding out their forces are the elite troops
well versed in the use of gunpowder, with Handgunners, Conquistadors, Grenadiers and Culverins. Each and
every troop type in the Estalian army is examined here. You will find a full description of the unit, alongside
the complete rules for any special abilities or options they possess. This section also includes the Relics of
Estalia â€” magical artefacts that are unique to the army â€” along with rules to use them in your games. The
army list takes all of the characters, warriors, monsters and war machines from the Soldiers of Estalia section
and arranges them so that you can choose an army for your games. Units are classed as characters Lords or
Heroes , Core, Special or Rare, and can be taken in different quantities depending on the size of the game you
are playing. Estalia contains everything you need to play the game with your army, there are other books and
updates to be found. For the other books in the series and the latest rules updates, visit: This section introduces
the Estalians and their part in the Warhammer world. It includes their society and history. This great southern
peninsular has been spared the worst ravages of the greenskins, and knows little of Chaos. Here, threats are
distant and religious strife is unknown under the overarching protection of the Maiden Myrmidia. Culture and
learning bloom, and art, music and the pursuit of pleasure dominate over all. However, this peninsular is not
one nation, but many. The Kingdoms of Estalia have never needed to unite against an outside force and so
remain forever fractured. Here, the enemy lies within, and the business of politics, war and even love is settled
with knives in the darkness or blades at dawn, and so every man must be a master swordsman if he hopes to
live until his beard turns grey. Beware then, the men of the south, for they are quick to anger, slow to forget
and their hands never leave their sword hilts - save only to drink their sweet lemon wine, or to kiss the hand of
a passing beauty. The people living in these lands however have quite a different perspective. They will not
only refer to the city they live or were born in, but often to the quarter of the city and sometimes to the street.
Putting people from Bilbali and Magritta in one basket may be acceptable elsewhere, but it certainly is not in
either of the two cities. This is not a never-ending source of argument, but also a good way to start physical
confrontation with even the more peace loving people. Besides the family and place of birth, Estalians have a
very rigorous view on honour, pride and courage. These character traits are held in high esteem. Both can lead
to duels or a knife in the back. Someone who behaves dishonourably is socially dead and even ignored by his
former friends. It is said that the Estalians are very hardy folk, who will slay a man for mistaking them for a
Tilean or even greeting them in a Tilean accent by mistake. The people of Estalia are very proud of their
origin. They claim to be the first Humans to have settled in the Old World, but this is not taken seriously
elsewhere. Even peasants can sometimes trace back their family to the time before the reconquista although
not everything may be true. They are also much more connected to their birthplace than people in other parts
of the Old World. Even large families continue to live in one house or in houses next to each other long after
the children married and have their own children. Some streets of the cities are inhabited by members of the
same families and one quarter of Bilbali is called Cuarto Borgeos, from an exceptionally large family. A
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strong part of honour is representation. Physical labour on the other hand is not considered to appropriate for
an Estalian, even among those that plough their fields. Abilities are not so important, as flamboyant lifestyle.
Even ordinary artisans and merchants spend most money on clothes, servants and festivities than reasonable.
During noon many leave their work, not only because of the heat, but also to saunter through the streets.
Another way to earn honour is to buy titles. Many noblemen are poor enough to be forced to accept such
proposals. However this way is left only to the richest citizens. Others try to bring in some irrelevant
document to the king which they sign with the prefix Don. They hope to receive an answer, even if it is just an
insult to stop such correspondence, which is addressed to a Don Soandso. Then there are those that use bribery
or blackmailing to get a title. This may be the reason why some influential criminals have titles. The
importance of courage and honour of course means that many people are willing to go on any adventure.
Dropping words like "dangerous", "great foe" and alike is likely to raise the interest of some people. They will
be enthusiastic to join any adventuring party and will arrive in the most fashionable adventuring gear the next
morning. However they are likely to lose interest very soon, generally as soon as they find out that
adventuring means hiking, climbing and sweating, while carrying large packs of equipment. Although
Estalians generally look down upon foreigners, they are honest and reliable towards their friends. Should a
foreigner become the friend of an Estalian, he will get all support he wants to. The biggest compliment that
can be made to foreigner is that he is worthy to be Estalian. Passion defines everything in Estalia. The people
are not idiotic or suicidal, but they prefer action over thought, and boldness over caution. Estalians never do
anything by halves. They love with all their hearts, promise all their strength and never eat or drink without
filling themselves to bursting. To the Estalian, prudence and parsimony are signs of poverty, cowardice,
disloyalty or weakness of conviction. He who holds back must be hedging his bets; he who saves 10 his
strength in a battle is keeping it to run away. Which is not to say the Estalians do not think of the future: Better
to die and have songs sung about your victory than to live with failure or dishonour. Social Classes On top of
the food chain is the nobility. The most important is of course the local king or queen. He can kill
discretionally without fearing prosecution and take without justifying himself. Of course, this does not mean
that the rulers are very popular among the citizens. In practise these powers vary very much. In general the
bigger the town, the less direct is the presence of the ruler. His presence is mostly reduced to levying high
taxes. Below the ruler are often a great number of lords and ladies. These have a fief that, depending on its
size, guarantees for a more or less regular income. These noblemen and noblewomen can hardly ever be found
on their fiefs. When they do not appear on some festivity, scheming seems to be their favourite pastime.
Trying to further their influence or bring rivals into discredit. Such a live of luxury requires large sums of
money. This means that their serfs have to work harder. The mayor part of the nobility is formed of the
Hidalgos, who stand on the lowest step of the nobility and are mocked upon by other noblemen. These are
noblemen who received their title for some outstanding achievement. The status as a Hidalgo is not connected
with a fief. It can take centuries for a Hidalgo to gain enough influence to get a fief, although clever
assassination also has played a role in the past. Those that have not been granted a fief often have to work for
other noblemen e. Most of these are spend to differentiate themselves against the richer merchants and
artisans. The priests of Estalia are not much different from those in the Empire or elsewhere in the Old World.
They church of Myrmidia has the biggest influence and its main temple is in Magritta. Priests can often be
found to work as advisors for the rulers. Although this is also practised in the Empire, the influence of the
Myrmidians is much bigger. Some priests resemble more politicians and have lost touch with their cult a little
bit. They can rarely be found in the churches, but are willing to use all of their influence to further the aims of
their church, since they know that their power is just borrowed. Although most cults can also be found in
Estalia, the churches and temples are often made for a saint and the god itself steps somewhat in the
background. Many people have small shrines where they pray to a saint and ask for guidance or protection.
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Sadly, Beastmen were written when 7th edition was in vogue and they were able to go head to head with the other
factions on a more balanced scale. Prior to the new army book the "only" way to play Beastmen was chariot spam and
while the new book added more options, lists didn't change all that much.
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Warhammer Army Book. Jump to navigation Jump to search. The following is a list of Army Books and Supplements for
the various 7th Edition Beastmen Army Book.
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